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The remaining acreage became the home of the original Skailey Mental & Terry G Skally, “Obo” was but one of a number of locations to call home. To say that Terry
G was an eccentric and a tad outlandish would be an understatement. Nonetheless, he had beautiful form. The kid had such a physical presence, his presence made
you feel good, he spoke with ease and with character, as he took the audience on a ride through a music that reflected the times and an era that continues to
resonate today. A natural born star in the industry, in the early ’80s Terry G was one of the first DJ’s to hit the scene. In fact, he was the first known DJ in Ghana to
mix. According to him, “Ghana was actually one of the first places that I got into mixing, it was given to me by some people I grew up with and it was the nicest way
of getting my name out there”. For the next 20 years Terry G chopped it up for some of the biggest names in Ghana. In addition to his time mixing music, he
established a recording studio in Accra that became a haven for some of Ghana’s best producers. While working with producer, “Andy Danquah”, they had an
opportunity to sign a record deal with the group we all know as Blah Blah Blah. What followed was an exciting recording period. In 2013, after a stint with his own
production company, “Prowash Productions”, Terry G returned to the music industry. Launching his own imprint “Skailey Records” he has what he calls his
“experimental sound”. He also has a host of other projects. One of which is “Skaffiah Records”, a music publishing company that he co-founded. When he’s not at
the studio mixing music or in the studio writing, he can be found playing with children or spending time with the people who shaped his childhood. Not to mention
the love of his life, the woman who completes him. The mother of his 10 children, he keeps their love alive even after years of marriage. When he found out he was
pregnant with his tenth child, he was over the moon. He said, “I can’t believe that, ten children. I feel blessed”. And he certainly is. A music lover with a grand
vision
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